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0is study aims to address the problem that loose damage of the pavement base course cannot currently be quantitatively
identified, and thus the classification and recognition of the extent of looseness mainly rely on empirical judgments. Based on the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)method, a backpropagation (BP) neural network identificationmethod for loose damage of
a semirigid base is presented. 0e FDTD method is used to simulate a semirigid base road model numerically with different
degrees of looseness, and the eigenvalue parameters for recognition of the presence and extent of the looseness of the base layer are
obtained.0en, a BP neural network identification method is used to classify and identify the loose damage of the base course.0e
results show that the classification and recognition of simulated electromagnetic waves have an accuracy of over 90%; the
classification and recognition of radar data from an actual project have a recognition accuracy of over 80%. 0e good agreement
between the classification and recognition results for the simulated data and measured data verifies the feasibility of the
classification and recognition method, which can provide a new method for the use of ground-penetrating radar to detect loose
damage and the extent of looseness in the base.

1. Introduction

A semirigid base has a high-capacity strength, good integ-
rity, low cost, local materials, and excellent mechanical and
road performance; therefore, these are widely used in road
engineering for pavement bases and subbases [1]. Accord-
ingly, more than 90% of the expressways under construction
or completed in China are composed of semirigid base
asphalt pavement [2, 3]. 0e popularization and application
of semirigid bases has played an important role in the
construction of expressways and economic development in
China. According to the Chinese road construction speci-
fications, the service life of expressways and first-class
highways is fifteen years, while that of secondary roads is
twelve years. However, owing to the substandard design and
construction of some roads, as well as the rapid increase in
heavy-load traffic and traffic volumes, many roads exhibit
damage comprising different degrees of looseness before

their service life is reached. Under the influence of loads and
environmental changes, structural shrinkage will occur in
loose parts of the semirigid base, which will cause crack
damage and eventually lead to reflection cracks in the
pavement. 0e cracked pavement will directly affect the
quality and service life of the road [4–6]. 0erefore, it is
necessary to detect damage in the semirigid base before the
pavement is severely damaged. In the early stage of road
detection, core sampling drilling is often used [7, 8]; how-
ever, core sampling drilling is destructive to the road
structure. As a result, it is difficult to carry out a large
number of sampling inspections, and it is difficult to reflect
the overall quality of the road structure using only a small
number of results. As a nondestructive testing method,
ground-penetrating radar (GPR) [9–11] has the advantages
of portability, high detection efficiency, high resolution, and
strong anti-interference ability compared with ultrasonic
testing [12, 13], core sampling drilling, and infrared imaging
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[14]. Chahine et al. proposed an algorithm for ultrathin layer
thickness estimation based on independent component
analysis. 0e experimental results using simulation data
showed that the relative error of the ultrathin layer thickness
estimation was 0.9% when BΔτ � 0.45 (where B is the
bandwidth of the radar system, and Δτ is the minimum time
delay that the system can identify); the signal-to-noise ratio
was 0.35 Db [15]. Cardarelli used GPR to detect the loose
area of a tunnel in combination with the seismic tomography
method [16]. Karem et al. used GPR to detect buried objects,
and the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm
was applied to extract the features of each location. 0e
results showed that the introduction of the SIFT algorithm
improved the detection accuracy [17]. Tong et al. applied
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to recognize and
locate concealed cracks automatically based on GPR images
[18, 19]. Cubero-Fernandez et al. proposed an effective
method for both pavement crack detection and classification
[20]. Soola et al. combined GPR technology with infrared
images to detect the depth characteristics and origin of
asphalt pavement cracks. Although this detection method
can determine the location and depth of subgrade cracks, its
measurement accuracy is relatively poor [21]. Ditommaso
et al. used GPR to analyze the problem of water pipe rupture
in road structures and adopted a new operation method, the
intensive matrix, to locate underground plastic drainage
pipes while maintaining the original state and environ-
mental characteristics of the system. 0e research results
showed that the multiagent test could accurately locate the
position of the plastic pipe [22]. Xu et al. used the GPR with
300MHz shielded antenna to detect the cracks in the sand
gravel subgrade.0rough the radar image, the crack location
and crack length can be accurately located, and the crack
length can be calculated [23]. Zhang et al. also studied GPR
technology and proposed a set of road damage identification
methods based on GPR and a falling weight deflectometer.
0is method could accurately determine the location of road
damage through nondestructive testing and evaluate various
indicators of the road state [24, 25].

To date, GPR has been widely used to study road voids,
thickness, cracks, etc.; however, little research has been
conducted on the loose damage of the base. Loose damage
can only be analyzed qualitatively, and the extent of the
looseness of the base cannot be classified. 0erefore, in this
study, starting from the detection and determination of the
porosity of areas subject to loose damage, the finite differ-
ence time-domain (FDTD) method was used to simulate a
semirigid base road model with different degrees of loose-
ness. 0en, the GPR signal obtained from the forward
simulation was numerically counted to extract the attributes
related to the extent of looseness of the base course in the
simulation signal, which was used to obtain the character-
istics for identification of Eigenvalue parameters related to
the extent of looseness of the base course. 0en, the back-
propagation (BP) neural network identification method was
used to classify and identify the loose damage of the base
course, and the degree of loose damage in the base course
was evaluated. 0is method can reduce the dependence of
interpretation of GPR detection images on empirical

judgment and provide a new method for the use of GPR to
detect the presence and degree of loose damage.

2. FDTD-Based Forward Simulation of Loose
Damage of the Base

2.1. Road Structure Model. Based on the design scheme of
asphalt concrete pavement, the forward model is composed
of four layers: the asphalt pavement, semirigid base, subbase,
and earth subgrade layer. 0e length of the model is 2m and
the depth is 1m. 0e dimensions of each road structural
layer are shown in Figure 1; εr is the dielectric constant, and
σ is the conductivity. 0e surface layer is 0.18m deep, the
base is 0.38m deep, the subbase is 0.2m deep, and the soil
foundation is below.

Cement-stabilized macadam is one of the most com-
monly used materials for semirigid base courses. It is a
composite material whose dielectric properties are closely
related to its composition. According to the volume mixing
dielectric model of cement mixtures, the dielectric constant
and mention rate of each component of the cement mixture
are the main factors affecting the dielectric properties of the
material. In the composition of the cement mixture, the
higher the dielectric constant of each component material,
the larger the volume occupancy rate and the greater the
dielectric property of the composite material. 0e following
equation is the root mean square model expression for the
dielectric constant of the cement concrete three-phase
composite material:

εr � Va εa( 
1/3

+ Vb εb( 
1/3

+ Vc εc( 
1/3

 
3
, (1)

where εr is the dielectric constant of the composites;
εa, εb, and εc are the dielectric constants of each material;
and Va, Vb, Vc are the volume ratios of each material.

When the proportion of air in the cement-stabilized
macadam exceeds the design index, looseness damage will
occur in the base course. At this time, the dielectric prop-
erties of the damaged parts are different from those of the
surrounding materials, which allows the semirigid base to be
detected and identified by GPR. In this study, the proportion
of air in the base is varied to simulate the change in the
degree of looseness of the base and investigate the influence
of different degrees of loose damage on the electromagnetic
wave numerical simulation.

2.2. FDTD Forward Modeling+eory. 0e FDTD method is
an important numerical method for calculating electro-
magnetic properties [26, 27]. Compared with the moment
method and finite element method, the FDTD method has
obvious advantages in terms of accuracy and efficiency. In
this study, an FDTD code is written in a MATLAB envi-
ronment using the FDTD method. A two-dimensional
forward simulation of the electromagnetic wave propagation
of a semirigid base pavement structure with or without
damage is realized, and the influence of loose damage on
radar electromagnetic wave propagation is studied.

Assuming that the simulated medium is homogeneous
and isotropic, the propagation of high-frequency
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electromagnetic waves in a three-dimensional medium
satisfies the following Maxwell equations [28, 29]:

∇ × H � ε
zE

zt
+ σE, (2)

∇ × E � −μ
zH

zt
− σmH, (3)

where E is the electric field intensity (V/M),H is the
magnetic field strength (A/m), ε is the dielectric constant
(F/m), μ is the permeability (H/m), σ is the conductivity
(S/m), and σm is the permeability (1/m).

In the two-dimensional FDTD scheme, assuming that all
of the physical quantities are independent of the z-direction,
i.e., the two-dimensional expansion becomes an indepen-
dent transverse magnetic wave (TM) and transverse wave
(TE), the following equations can be obtained from equa-
tions (2) and (3):
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(4)

Obviously, TM wave only has E component. Since GPR
only records E component of horizontal electric field, then
we deduce TM wave. Table 1 shows the values of each
component of E and H the time step of spatial nodes in the
two-dimensional FDTD difference equation.

For equation (3), when Ex � Ey � Hz � 0, the two-
dimensional TM wave FDTD equation can be obtained as
follows:
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(5)

where CA(m) � 1 − σ(m)Δt/2ε(m)/1 + σ(m)Δt/2ε(m)

CB(m) � Δt/ε(m)/1 + σ(m)Δt/2ε(m), and CP(m) � Δt/
μ(m).

2.3. Forward Modeling. GPR echo signals often have many
different characteristics, such as varying frequency, ampli-
tude, and phase. 0ese characteristics reflect the charac-
teristics of echo signals from different aspects and thus
reflect the characteristics of underground targets. For loose
damage of a semirigid base, because the electromagnetic
properties of the damage and its surrounding media are
quite different, the echo signal of the damage must differ
from that in other places, and its frequency, amplitude, and

phase must also have unique properties. 0e different
performance and characteristics of these features reflect the
nature of the underground target from different angles,
which provides the necessary conditions for echo signal
recognition. To study the influence of damage with different
extents of looseness on the electromagnetic wave numerical
values, the extent of looseness in the base course was varied
by adjusting the proportion of air in the base course. 0e
porosity in the loose part was increased by 1% to a maximum
of 30%. A total of 30 loose models were established. A se-
lection of these models and their corresponding forward
simulation maps are shown in Figures 2 and 3 .

In this paper, different porosity is used to represent
different loose degree of base. In the simulation of models

Asphalt-concrete layer εr1, σ1

εr2, σ2

εr3, σ3

εr4, σ4

Semirigid base layer

Subbase layer

Earth subgrade layer

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the pavement structure.
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with different looseness degrees of the base course, owing to
the air dielectric constant being 1, the dielectric constant of
base material is between 9 and 12.With an increasing degree
of looseness, the proportion of air in base increases grad-
ually, so the composite dielectric constant of base material
decreases with the increase of loose degree of base. As a
result, the overall dielectric properties of the base material
change, and the complexity of the simulation spectra cor-
responding to different looseness extents is different. When
the base is slightly loose, the simulation map exhibits a slight
change, but it is roughly consistent with that for the intact
road structure. When the extent of the base looseness is
severe, the loose damage appears as a discontinuity of the
same phase axis, diffraction, and a disordered waveform.
According to the relationship between the dielectric prop-
erties and electromagnetic wave propagation, different ex-
tents of looseness correspond to different electromagnetic

wave propagation processes, which provides samples for
further classification and recognition.

2.4. Radar Signal Eigenvalue Extraction. Extraction of at-
tributes of the GPR for the base with varying degrees of
looseness is a precondition for signal classification and
recognition. By preprocessing the identified GPR data, the
radar signal features reflecting the extent of looseness of the
base course can be extracted. By establishing the relationship
between the extent of looseness of the base course and the
time-domain attributes of the GPR signals, radar attributes
that have a strong correlation with the extent of looseness of
the base course can be selected as characteristic values for
classification and recognition, and the extent of looseness of
the base course can be classified and recognized. Figure 4
shows the radar signal waveforms of different looseness
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Figure 2: Model diagram of different porosity.
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Table 1: Node positions of the TM wave components.

Electromagnetic field component Spatial component sampling
Time axis t

x y

TM
Ez i j n

Hx i j + 1⁄2 n + 1⁄2
Hy i + 1⁄2 j n + 1⁄2
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degrees in the base course. A time-domain statistical analysis
is used to process the GPR signal data, and waveform,
amplitude, and other related information of the GPR signal
in the time domain are obtained, such as the peak amplitude,
trough amplitude, overall average peak amplitude, root
mean square amplitude, and other time-domain
characteristics.

It can be seen that the corresponding radar data also
change with the increase in porosity, i.e., the looseness extent.
For the models with different looseness extents, the ground
coupling wave remains basically the same. With an increasing
extent of looseness of the base, the proportion of air in the
base area increases, and the composite dielectric constant of
the material in the loose area of the base decreases. Because
the dielectric constant of the base material is greater than that
of the surfacematerial, the dielectric constant gap between the
base and the surface decreases with an increasing extent of
looseness of the base course. As a result, the reflected wave
amplitude decreases with the increase in looseness. 0e time
delay, ∆t, decreases with an increasing extent of looseness
when the medium thickness is constant.

0rough the time-domain attribute analysis of the radar
signal after mean processing, nine time-domain eigenvalues
of the signal amplitude, such as the average absolute value,
variance, root mean square, standard deviation, waveform
factor, peak factor, and pulse factor, are shown to have good
correlations with the extent of looseness of the base course. As
shown in Figure 5, the correlation between the nine eigen-
values and the extent of looseness is good, and thus these can
be used for radar signal classification and recognition.

3. Identification Method for the Looseness
Degree of a Semirigid Base Using a BP
Neural Network

Neural networks have good learning, self-adaptive, asso-
ciative memory, fault-tolerant, classification, and recogni-
tion abilities as well as good robustness [30]. BP neural

networks have significant advantages in numerical classifi-
cation and recognition. 0erefore, the BP neural network
method is selected to realize the classification and recog-
nition of the extent of looseness of the base course. 0e
extracted radar signal numerical characteristics related to the
extent of looseness of the base course are used as the input to
the BP neural network, and the classification of the extent of
looseness of the base course is ultimately output.

3.1. Sample Training. Among the 18,000 samples obtained
(0ese 18,000 samples are obtained from the electromag-
netic wave numerical simulation results in Section 2.3. 0e
simulated radar signals are processed by time-domain
analysis and the characteristic values related to the looseness
of the base are extracted.), 80% are used as the training
sample set and the remaining 20% are used as test data. For
the training samples of the neural network, each input
corresponds to an output. Suppose there is a known training
set that contains h training samples, and there are h groups
of inputs and outputs. 0en one group of samples is
X � (x1, x2, . . . , xh),Y � (y1, y2, . . . , yh); the number of
neural units in the hidden layer is p, and the number of
neural units in the output layer is q.0e steps of the BP
neural network algorithm are as follows:

(1) Network Initialization. 0e weights of each link are
assigned to random numbers with intervals (−1, 1),
and the calculation precision and training times are
given.

(2) Determination of the Training Dataset. Some training
samples are listed in Table 2. A set of samples,
X � (x1, x2, . . . , xh), are entered, and the corre-
sponding Y � (y1, y2, . . . , yh) is provided to the
neural network.

(3) Forward Propagation of the Working Signal. Suppose
Xk

i is the sum of inputs of neuron i in layer k, then Yk
i

is the output, and the weights from the layer k − 1
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Radar signal waveforms for different looseness degrees of the base course
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Figure 4: Radar signal waveforms for different looseness degrees of the base course.
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neurons, j, to layer k neurons, i, are wij and have the
following functional relationship:

Y
k
i � f X

k
i ,

X
k
i � 

n+1

j�1
wijY

k−1
j ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where f is the activation function. Generally, f is taken
as an asymmetric sigmoid function as follows:

f X
k
i  �

1
1 + exp −X

k
i 

. (7)

(4) Backpropagation of the Error Signal. If the output
layer is layerm, the actual output of the ith neuron in
the output layer is Ym

i , and the corresponding
learning signal is Yi. 0e error function, e, is defined
as follows:

e �
1
2
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2
. (8)

0e definition of dk
i describes the error function, e, with

respect to the partial derivative of Ym
i . 0us, the fol-

lowing can be inferred:
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(9)

(5) Correction of the Weights. Let the weight of a certain
learning be modified as Δwij. 0en, considering the
correlation between the two learning tasks, the
weight modification can be defined as follows:
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∇wij(t + 1) � ∇wij(t) − v · Uij, (10)

where ∇wij(t + 1) and ∇wij(t) are the weights in
neuron i of layer j after (t + 1)th and (t)th epoch; v is
learning rate;Uij is the derivative of error e w.r.t. wij

in (t + 1)th epoch, which is the same as dk
i of Eqs.

(6) 0e iteration, E, is calculated to determine whether
the training target is achieved. If the target has been
reached or the iteration times have reached the upper
limit, the calculation is stopped. If the target is not
reached, the process returns to Step 2 for cycle ex-
ecution. After training, the neural network can be
tested using the test sample set, and the grid pa-
rameters can be modified continuously according to
the test results.

3.2. Test Results. 0e 30 looseness extents considered are
divided into five looseness types, which is convenient for
classification and recognition using the neural network.
Table 3 lists the classifications of the extent of looseness.

A total of 25 data points were selected as a group of test
samples, and 720 tests were carried out; the accuracy was
greater than 90%. 0e feasibility of the classification and
recognition method for the extent of looseness of the base
course was thus verified. Table 4 summarizes the results of
one of the tests. 0e results include the number of samples,
actual category of samples, and type of judgment. At the
same time, correct and incorrect judgments are also given. It
can be seen from the test results that there were three
identification errors, but the judgment categories were
similar to the actual categories, and there were no identi-
fication errors with significant differences.

4. Engineering Case Verification

4.1. Project Overview. To further verify the feasibility of the
BP neural network based on GPR technology for the clas-
sification and recognition of loose damage in the base
course, detection of a road in Zhengzhou city is analyzed
using radar detection software in this study. 0e road

structure is shown in Table 5. 0e ground-penetrating radar
equipment and road site photos are shown in Figure 6.

0e two-dimensional GPR used in this inspection is the
GER series from the Qingdao Zhongdian Zhongyi Company.
To ensure the accuracy of the detection results, it is necessary
to set the antenna center frequency, measuring point spacing,
sampling time window, and other measurement parameters
before operating the GPR. 0e frequency of the GPR center
antenna is determined based on the measured target depth. In
general, the resolution increases with an increase in the radar
antenna frequency, while the detection depth decreases. To
ensure that the GPR can satisfy the detection requirements,
the antenna center frequency should be reduced as much as
possible while still meeting the resolution requirements to
obtain the radar reflection signal at a deeper position. 0e
maximum detection range of the GPR is 3.0m, and thus the
center antenna frequency is 400MHz, and a time window of
80 ns is used for detection with a 3–5-point gain.

For the detection of standard sections, the survey lines are
arranged along the direction of the carriageway parallel to the
centerline of the lane; the influence of terrain and other in-
terference sources is avoided as much as possible. For the de-
tection of abnormal parts, the survey lines can be appropriately
encrypted or arranged in a network. When hidden damage is
detected under the road surface, two types of antennas with
different frequencies should be employed simultaneously for
testing to ensure accurate identification of the damaged parts.
0e layout of the survey lines is shown in Figure 7.

4.2. Analysis and Verification of the Ground-Penetrating
Radar Test Data. 0rough static correction, background
filtering, gain adjustment, interference wave elimination,
time–depth conversion, and data visualization processing of
the GPR data files, a detection Atlas of the GPR is obtained.
For the areas with loose damage in the road base, core
drilling sampling is carried out to determine the degree of
looseness, and radar data are obtained in combination with

Table 2: Part of the training sample set.

Attributes

Sample
Average

absolute value
amplitude

Root mean
square

amplitude

Amplitude
standard
deviation

Amplitude
deviation

Pulse
factor

Waveform
factor

Crest
factor

Kurtosis
factor Kurtosis

1 45.83 178.68 177.65 31656.78 4.33 12.84 1.30E + 10 55.73 43.04
2 41.38 174.03 177.19 31568.74 4.23 12.92 1.29E + 10 56.04 44.90
3 38.21 176.94 175.61 31650.92 4.15 12.93 1.30E + 10 57.22 42.39
4 41.29 176.45 176.54 31425.52 4.28 12.54 1.29E + 10 54.66 41.58
5 39.49 177.28 179.34 31338.37 3.86 13.13 1.30E + 10 54.01 40.45
6 42.46 178.08 178.72 31815.35 4.31 12.77 1.30E + 10 51.66 40.96
7 43.04 174.59 177.12 31508.84 4.13 13.35 1.30E + 10 54.16 41.12
8 42.05 178.87 175.06 31373.60 3.86 12.56 1.29E + 10 51.19 43.30
9 39.89 176.52 175.89 31836.04 4.38 12.90 1.29E + 10 56.91 40.16
10 45.72 177.35 175.16 31386.90 3.97 13.18 1.30E + 10 54.73 41.29

Table 3: Classification of the extent of looseness.
Air voids ≤6% 6%–12% 12%–18% 18%–24% ≥24%
Category I II III IV V
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data extraction software. 0e loose damage types are divided
into categories of no loose damage, moderate loose damage,
and severe loose damage. Representative GPR detection
maps are shown in Figures 8 and 9 .

It can be seen from the actual radar maps in Figures 8
and 9 that the propagation of electromagnetic waves is af-
fected by the loose road structure. Owing to the different
degrees of looseness, the radar data will change to varying
extents. Comparing the actual maps of severe loose damage
and moderate loose damage, the radar-measured map of

severe loose damage exhibits a more complex electromag-
netic wave pattern. In the actual road, the reflection of the
loose area is disorderly, with multiple reflected waves
superimposed. In addition, there is water in the base layer of
the loose area, which significantly alters the wave amplitude.
Based on the response of radar waves to different loose
damage degrees, a BP neural network is used to classify and
identify the radar data.

Table 4: Test results.

Sample number Actual category Judgment category True/false Air voids
1 I I True <6%
2 I I True <6%
3 I I True <6%
4 I I True <6%
5 I I True <6%
6 II II True 6%–12%
7 II II True 6%–12%
8 II II True 6%–12%
9 II II True 6%–12%
10 II III False 12%–18%
11 III III True 12%–18%
12 III III True 12%–18%
13 III III True 12%–18%
14 III III True 12%–18%
15 III III True 12%–18%
16 IV IV True 18%–24%
17 IV IV True 18%–24%
18 IV III False 12%–18%
19 IV IV True 18%–24%
20 IV IV True 18%–24%
21 V V True >24%
22 V V True >24%
23 V V True >24%
24 V V True >24%
25 V IV False 18%–24%

Table 5: Road structure drawing.

Name of structural layer Depth (cm) Dielectric constant Conductivity (mS/m)
AC-13C 4

4–9 0.005AC-20C 6
ATB-25 12
Cement-stabilized macadam 34 9–14 0.05
Low-dose cement-stabilized macadam 16 9–14 0.05

Figure 6: Road site photos.
Roadway edge line
Survey line position

Greenbelt
Traveling direction

Figure 7: Layout of the survey lines.
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According to the characteristic values of the radar data, a
reasonable BP neural network structure is designed to
identify the types of loose damage. 0e characteristic values
of the radar data and corresponding degree of looseness are
obtained as BP neural network training samples. Of the
sample data, 80% are used as training samples, and the
remaining 20% are used as test samples to train and test the

BP neural network. Table 6 presents the looseness degree
classification table, and Table 7 lists some sample data.

0e trained neural network was tested using the mea-
sured radar data.0e 150 channel-measured radar data were
divided into 10 groups with 15 channels in each group, and
10 tests were conducted. Compared with the results of core
drilling and sampling, the accuracy of the neural network

0
0 0.5 1 1.5

Distance (m)
2 2.5

5

10

t/n
s

15

Figure 8: Radar reflection spectrum of moderate loose damage.
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Figure 9: Radar reflection spectrum of severe loose damage.

Table 6: Classification of the extent of looseness.

Extent of looseness Normal Moderate Severe
Category I II III

Table 7: Part of the training sample set.

Attributes

Sample Average absolute
value amplitude

Root mean
square

amplitude

Amplitude
standard
deviation

Amplitude
deviation

Waveform
factor

Crest
factor

Kurtosis
factor

Pulse
factor Kurtosis

1 453.18 540.09 540.62 292271.33 1.40 8.33 3.17E + 10 11.67 8.91
2 409.97 533.14 533.66 284795.67 1.40 8.29 3.08E + 10 11.58 8.99
3 439.65 513.54 514.05 264244.13 1.40 8.49 2.97E + 10 11.89 9.72
4 448.10 514.72 515.23 265457.96 1.39 8.27 2.77E + 10 11.45 9.00
5 376.87 503.89 504.38 254402.69 1.38 8.28 2.58E + 10 11.45 8.93
6 394.37 479.01 479.48 229899.25 1.40 8.49 2.41E + 10 11.87 9.71
7 391.61 471.10 471.56 222370.98 1.40 8.53 2.27E + 10 11.96 9.59
8 355.54 462.48 462.94 214309.79 1.41 8.65 2.2E + 10 12.17 9.86
9 340.09 459.21 459.66 211290.84 1.41 8.76 2.18E + 10 12.34 9.96
10 373.81 464.46 464.91 216141.95 1.42 8.82 2.23E + 10 12.52 9.86
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was greater than 80%. Tables 8 and 9 summarize the sta-
tistical analysis of the 10 test results and present the results of
the fourth test, respectively.

After testing the trained neural network numerous times,
the comprehensive accuracy of the test was greater than 80%,
which further verifies the feasibility of the BP neural network for
the classification and recognition of the looseness degree in a
semirigid base. However, the accuracy of the test results using
the actual detection data was slightly lower than the recognition
accuracy of the simulation data.0e reason is that the numerical
simulation situation is relatively ideal, whereas in the actual
project, the situation is more complex and the material dis-
tribution is uneven. GPR data are affected by the surrounding
environment and the acquisition system, and thus it is difficult
to reflect the real situation of the underground target accurately,
resulting in relatively large error in the identification process.

5. Conclusions

To solve the problem that loose damage of a road base cannot
be identified quantitatively, and thus the classification and
identification of the extent of looseness mainly depends on
experienced judgment, this study establishes a structural
model of a semirigid base asphalt pavement with different
extents of looseness. 0e FDTD method is then used to
simulate the road model with different extents of looseness,
and the extent of looseness in the base is extracted using a
time-domain analysis method. 0en, a BP neural network is
used to classify and identify loose damage in the base. 0e
conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) In the simulated radar echo signal, the average ab-
solute value, root mean square, standard deviation,
waveform factor, peak factor, pulse factor, and other
time-domain eigenvalues are shown to have a good
correlation with the extent of looseness of the base,

allowing these values to be used as the basis for radar
signal classification and recognition.

(2) With increasing looseness of the base, the corre-
sponding simulation map becomes more complex,
and the reflected amplitude decreases with increas-
ing looseness degree. 0e time delay, Δt, decreases
with an increasing extent of looseness when the
medium thickness is constant.

(3) 0e recognition accuracy of the simulated electro-
magnetic wave is greater than 90%.0e radar data of
the actual project are classified and identified, and
the recognition accuracy is greater than 80%. 0e
results of the classification and recognition of the
simulated data and measured data verify the feasi-
bility of the classification and recognition method,
which can provide a new method for the use of GPR
to detect the presence and degree of loose damage.
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